Villa's Apartments

Villa's Apartments

The villa can be rented as a whole villa, by the floor or as individual apartments. Villa consists
of 8 apartments of varying sizes. All the apartments are comfortable with elegant interiors,
terraces and balconies all facing the sea, overlooking Elaphiti Islands. Only Studio Apartment
Number Three does not have a balcony, just sea view window. Each apartment provides a
kitchen with all facilities for longer stays. Some apartmens (number one, six and seven) also
have fantastic BBQ area with an outside terrace table. It is possible to have up to 1-2 extra beds
per apartment.

Apartment are designed to make you feel like at home. Big rooms with modern and new
furniture, specially designed in Mediterranean stone style. Luxurious bathrooms - combination
of shower or bathtub and other usual necessities. Comfortable kitchens with oven, big
refrigerator, plates, glasses and everything else what you would find at your own kitchen. Wide
balconies, summer terraces and a fireplace for barbeques. Satellite program from more than
thirty countries around the Europe via various European channel satellites. Parking is available
and free for all guests of the villa.
From the apartment you can order room service of home prepared food at the domestic tavern
of Ratac. In front of Villa Ratac there is a little pier for boat mooring, used only by guests during
their stay at the villa. There is free internet available on the premises of the villa, at the
reception. All apartments have air conditioning.

Presidental Apartment II

8 persons

Presidential Apartment No. 2 is in size of more than 100 m2. It consists of a kitchen and
separate living room, two bedrooms with king size beds, 1 bedroom with 2 twins beds, 2
bedrooms with 1 bed each, 2 bathrooms. The living room is connected to a balcony where there
is a table for breakfast and to enjoy the open sea view. The apartment is optimal for 8 people.
Inside the apartment there are all amenities necessary for long term stay like air-conditioner,
refrigerator, oven, fireplace, DVD, satellite TV and kitchen equipment.. Više...
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